
Anston Club Chronology of CCTV 

160622a 

IMG_3678 17/06/22 00:26 unknown male hands coin over to Robert Fisher, he proceeds to pull 2 
pints, puts one on table next to Martin Kavanagh and second pint stays on bar. 

IMG_3680 17/06/22 00:30 Pint left on bar is topped up by Robert Fisher, delivered to unknown male 
paid for in previous clip. 

IMG_3681 17/06/22 00:57 Martin Kavangh gives Robert Fisher what appears to be £10 note which 
gets paid into the till, Robert Fisher pulls pint and serves to Martin Kavanagh giving change. 

IMG_3682 17/06/22 01:12 Robert Fisher pulls two pints. 

IMG_3605 17/06/22 – 01:14 Robert Fisher pulling a pint behind bar 

IMG_3612 17/06/22 – 01:14 continued - Robert Fisher pulls second pint and delivers one to Martin 
Kavanagh.  

 

 

170622b 

IMG_3621 18/06/22  01:20 – Robert Fisher pulling two pints for unknown male and female. 

IMG_3692 18/06/22 01:20 as above 

IMG_3693 18/06/22 01:21 completes above Robert Fisher putting a note and change into till. 

IMG_3694 18/06/22 01:44 Martin Kavanagh pulls pint for self and places change in till. 

IMG_3696 18/06/22 02:00 Robert Fisher pulls 2 pints for unknown male and female. 

IMG_3697 18/06/22 02:02 Robert Fisher at till putting money in and giving change to male above. 

IMG_3698 18/06/22 02:18 Female bar staff pulls pint places on a table. 

IMG_3699 18/06/22 02:19 Martin Kavanagh pulls pint and gives to female bar staff above. 

IMG_3701 18/06/22 02:47 Robert Fisher putting money into the till 

IMG_3700 18/06/22 02:49 Robert Fisher pulls 2 pints and can. 

IMG_3702 18/06/22 02:59 Martin Kavanagh pulls self a pint and places note in till, gets change. 

IMG_3703 18/06/22 04:06 Martin Kavanagh poured one pint and appears to be cleaning another 
pump 

IMG_3704 18/06/22 04:08 Martin Kavanagh walks to sit alone with pint. 

 

 

190622c 

IMG_3586 20/06/22 00:27 Robert Fisher pulling a pint. 



IMG_3593 00:27 as above 

 

200622d 

IMG_3634 00:29 Martin Kavanagh pulls two pints, exchange of cash with unknown male. 

 

210622e 

IMG_3642 22/06/22 00:29 Martin Kavanagh pulls pint [for self?]  

IMG_3646 22/06/22 00:35 Unknown male bringing new pint to seat. 

IMG_3652 22/06/22 00:51 Robert Fisher pulling a pint, sets on bar, appears to be taken away by 
Martin Kavanagh 

 


